Verification of security protocols:
are the usual encodings safe when considering
equivalence-based properties?
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Context. Security protocols are distributed programs that aim at ensuring security properties, such as confidentiality, authentication or anonymity, by means of cryptographic primitives. Such protocols are widely deployed, e.g., for electronic commerce on the Internet, in
banking networks, mobile phones and more recently electronic elections.
Formal methods have demonstrated their usefulness when designing and analyzing security protocols. They indeed provide rigorous frameworks and techniques that have allowed
to discover new flaws. For example, in passports — which are no longer pure paper documents but contain a chip that stores the personal data of its holder — it has been shown that
the Basic Access Control protocol used to protect the data stored inside the chip is flawed :
it is actually possible to recognize a previously observed passport, potentially tracing passport holders. Many results exist in the literature for analyzing reachability properties, such
as confidentiality and authentication. Recently, indistinguishability properties have received
a lot of attention, and several procedures and tools have been developed (e.g. ProVerif [1],
Tamarin [4], Sat-Equiv [2]). The notion of indistinguishability is particularly useful to model
different flavors of anonymity, strong versions of confidentiality, and specification of security
properties as ideal systems.
Each tool has its own specificities and some of them do not offer the possibility to use
some cryptographic primitives. In such a case, very often, some « simple » encodings are performed to circumvent the lack of some primitives. Tuples of arbitrary size are usually encoded
through nested pairs, randomized encryption and signature schemes are modeled relying on
non-randomized schemes with possibly explicit randomness. Another primitive, usually encoded through a simple hash function and pairs, is the keyed-hash message authentication code
primitive. In [3], for a large class of security properties (that includes rather standard formulations for secrecy and authenticity properties), it has been shown that security of protocols
relying on non-randomized primitives (e.g. encryption and signature) implies security in the
randomised setting.
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Objectives of the internship. The goal of this internship is to pursue this investigation and
to precisely state the conditions under which a particular encoding can be used. We will be
particularly interested in equivalence-based security properties (out of scope of the result
mentioned above).
To start on this proposal the intern will first study the specific case of static equivalence
that corresponds to the verification problem in presence of a passive adversary. In a second
phase, the more involved case of trace equivalence (the case of an active adversary) will be
considered.
Expected skills. We are looking for candidates with good skills in Foundations of Computer
Science (logic, automatic deduction, . . . ) Some knowledge in security is not mandatory. The
candidate will assimilate this knowledge during the internship.
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